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NEW QUESTION: 1
A project manager wants to create a revenue budget based on the
project agreement and allocated funding. How can this be
achieved?
A. by setting transaction controls
B. by manually creating a revenue budget
C. by selecting the "baseline project without budget" option,
which will create a revenue budget automatically based on
project funding
D. by selecting Invoice at top task for the project
E. by selecting Funding revaluation in the system
implementation options.

Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
You can automatically create and baseline an Approved Revenue
Budget for a project by checking the Baseline Funding without
Budget check box in the Project Funding Inquiry window.
Note:Budget/Fund/Bill at Project or Top Task Level
You can create a revenue budget, funding source allocation and
project agreement, and perform billing at either the project or
the top task level. After you have created an allocation line
at either level, you cannot change to another level. For
example, if you have created a funding allocation for a top
task, you cannot create another funding allocation for the same
project without entering a top task.
References:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Overview
You have negotiated a new deal with a customer. You now want to
finalize their contract with your company for an annual supply
of coffee beans.
In the table in section 2D ORDER DETAILS of the Contract
document, all of the content is center-aligned.
Update the alignment of all content in the table to be
left-aligned.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
Examine the following partial output from a sniffer command;
then answer the question below.
What is the meaning of the packets dropped counter at the end
of the sniffer?
A. Number of total packets dropped by the FortiGate.
B. Number of packets that matched the sniffer filter and were
dropped by the FortiGate.
C. Number of packets that matched the sniffer filter but could
not be captured by the sniffer.
D. Number of packets that didn't match the sniffer filter.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation

https://kb.fortinet.com/kb/documentLink.do?externalID=11655

NEW QUESTION: 4
A. Option C
B. Option D
C. Option A
D. Option B
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
Defense in-depth is the key to stopping most, but not all,
network and computer related attacks. It's a concept
of deploying several layers of defense that mitigate security
threats.
Source:
http://security2b.blogspot.ro/2006/12/what-is-defense-in-depthand-why-is-it.html
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